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Optical studies of the nematic phase of an oxazole-derived bent-core liquid crystal
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Various optical and dynamic light scattering studies have been conducted on the nematic phase of an
oxazole-derived bent-core liquid crystal. At optical length scales and in the absence of applied fields, homo-
geneously aligned samples of this material, which has an oxazole heterocyclic ring in the central core, are
found to behave more like a conventional straight-core nematic than a previously investigated ester-based class
of bent-core molecules that have a benzene ring as the core linkage between the two arms of the bow-shaped
molecule. In particular, the nematic refractive indices of the oxazole compound combine in the standard way
@i.e., A(2no

21ne
2)/3] to match the isotropic value throughout the nematic range, and the observed director

fluctuation modes have relaxation rates comparable to those of the usual thermotropics. However, polarized
light scattering data reveal evidence of weak biaxial fluctuations, and indications of electric-field-induced
biaxiality are observed in the refractive index measurements.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.041704 PACS number~s!: 61.30.Eb, 61.30.Cz, 78.20.2e
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INTRODUCTION

In the last several years studies of thermotropic liq
crystals of bent-core molecules have shown a number of p
nomena@1–3#, most notably the ferro- and antiferroelectri
ity and chirality in liquid crystals composed of achiral mo
ecules. Although these materials tend to form only sme
and columnar phases@4#, recently a number of material
were found that show nematic phases too@5–9#. So far ex-
perimental observations suggest a potentially wide rang
behavior: uniaxial@5#, uniaxial with biaxial fluctuations@9#,
and biaxial@8,10#, although the biaxiality has not yet bee
proven explicitly. Symmetry considerations revealed that
bow shape of the molecules can give rise to a numbe
distinct states of nematic ordering, including biaxial pha
@11#. Obviously the opening anglec between the mesogeni
arms should play a major role in the formation of the act
phases. Recently, a molecular field theory@12# predicted that
the biaxial nematic phase may appear forc;110°, whereas
Monte Carlo simulations could account for only a uniax
nematic phase whenc.135° @13#. These experimental an
theoretical results therefore point to the importance of
tailed studies of the structure of the nematic phase of b
core molecules.

Motivated by this we carried out detailed optical expe
ments on the nematic phase of a bent-core liquid crystal
rived from 2,5-bis(p-hydroxyphenyl!-1,3-oxazole~and ab-
breviated 12-BPO!; the general synthetic pathway is report
in Ref. @7#. The molecular structure and phase sequence
12-BPO in bulk in cooling are given in Fig. 1. The molecu
has a bent core with an opening angle estimated to be 1
65°. Recent x-ray studies of this material suggest that
nematic phase in homogeneously aligned films appear t
biaxial @10#. Our studies, performed with similarly aligne
samples, show that at optical length scales and in the abs
of applied fields the material is optically uniaxial and that t
evidence for biaxial fluctuations is rather weak, where
strong indications of biaxiality are observed in refractive
dex measurements when an electric field is applied.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Polarizing microscopic observations, polarization curre
dc resistivity and dynamic light scattering measureme
were carried out on films of 12-BPO sandwiched betwe
transparent indium tin oxide~ITO! electrodes in the thick-
ness range between 2 and 20mm both with either homog-
enous planar or homeotropic alignment layers. In additi
4–6 mm thick Fabry-Pe´rot cells were employed; the inne
surfaces of these cells were coated with highly reflect
(;99.95% in the 1550 nm range! dielectric multilayers, then
with ITO, and finally with homogeneous alignment layers

Dynamic light scattering~DLS! measurements were ca
ried out in standard optical cells with 10mm spacing be-
tween substrates that were treated for homogeneous dire
alignment. The sample was cycled through the transition
the isotropic phase, after which a uniform nematic alignm
was observed across the cell in the polarizing microsco
The cell was contained in an oven with 2 mK long-ter

FIG. 1. Top: Molecular structure and phase sequence on coo
as measured in thick films of 12-BPO. Bottom: Corresponding t
tures observed atE50 in a 10mm cell with planar anchoring:~a!
147 °C: nematic phase;~b! 132 °C: smectic-C phase;~c! 127 °C:
solid optically isotropic phase (X) with crystal domains that formed
after an hour. Pictures represent 0.4 mm30.3 mm areas. Crosse
polarizers are 45° away from the rubbing direction.
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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temperature stability and optical access. The sample wa
luminated with a focused 35 mW helium-neon las
~Spectra-Physics Model 127,l5633 nm).

Polarizing microscopy, refractive index,
and electrical transport studies

In films with planar anchoring the alignment is uniform
with the optical axis parallel to the rubbing direction. Und
application of an electric field the extinction angle rema
unchanged, whereas the birefringence slightly increases.
first order blue color indicates a birefringence of;0.1 @see
Fig. 1~a!#.

The nematic phase on cooling exists between 153
138 °C. Between 138 and 133 °C a SmC phase exists in
thick (d.6 mm) films @see Fig. 2~b!#. Below 133 °C a solid,
optically isotropic X phase appears, which could not b
switched by applied fields. Below 127 °C theX phase crys-
tallizes out in a few hours@see Fig. 2~c!#. We note that elec-
tric current measurements under triangular voltages do
show any polarization in either the nematic or the sme
phase. In heating from the crystalline texture the mate
melts directly to the nematic phase at 146 °C, which then
a clearing point at 156 °C. In thinner (d,6 mm) cells only
one weakly birefringent solid phase appears below the n
atic phase, indicating the metastable nature of the sme
phase.

In 2 mm cells with homeotropic anchoring a quas
isotropic texture appears@see Fig. 2~a!#, which can be revers
ibly switched above 142 °C to a Schlieren texture@see Fig.
2~b!#. This clearly shows that the structure is uniaxial w
negative dielectric anisotropy. On heating above 148 °C
eventually becomes birefringent even at zero fields. In
case the electric field only slightly enhances the birefr
gence. On cooling from the isotropic phase in zero fiel
first a Schlieren texture forms@see Fig. 2~c!#, which contains
four brush defects, indicating a tilted uniaxial structure.

FIG. 2. Upper row (0.4 mm30.3 mm area!: Textures of a 2mm
cell of 12-BPO with homeotropic anchoring observed betwe
crossed polarizers:~a! 142 °C at E50; ~b! 142 °C at E
55 V/mm, f 51 kHz. Lower row (0.16 mm30.12 mm area!:
Schlieren textures atE50: ~c! 154 °C; ~d! 148 °C.
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further cooling the four brushes eventually disappear and
multaneously the overall texture becomes darker@see Fig.
2~d!#. Below about 145 °C the texture between crossed
larizers becomes completely dark again and can be switc
reversibly between Schlieren and black textures.

The refractive indices and the birefringences were m
sured in Fabry-Pe´rot cells at ;1.5mm light wavelength.
Here we note that the birefringence increases toward lo
wavelengths~e.g.,Dn;0.1 at 0.45mm! following the nor-
mal Cauchy formula@14#. In Fig. 3 ~upper panel! we show
the temperature dependence of the refractive indices as
termined from the ordinary and extraordinary Fabry-Pe´rot
peaks measured in zero field. We also show the average
fractive index calculated asnav5A(2no

21ne
2)/3. It can be

seen that in zero fieldnav basically corresponds to the isotro
pic value of the refractive index, indicating optical uniaxia
ity over the entire nematic range. On the other hand, whe
sufficiently high field is applied~specifically 40 Vrms at 1

n

FIG. 3. Top: Temperature dependence of the refractive inde
12-BPO, as calculated from the Fabry-Pe´rot peaks, in zero applied
electric field and in a field of 40 V across 5mm. The average
refractive index is calculated asnav5A(ne

212no
2)/3. Bottom: Tem-

perature dependence of the birefringence measured in the infr
range (l;1.5mm). Inset: Temperature dependence of the pe
width for the extraordinary and ordinary rays.
4-2
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kHz across 5mm!, the figure shows that both the extraord
nary and the ordinary indices are shifted to larger values,
the average refractive index has a jump at the transition
the isotropic phase (nav2niso50.004). Although the increas
of the extraordinary index may be attributed to a small ze
field pretilt that is then suppressed in the presence of a fi
the increase of the ordinary refractive index is a strong in
cation of a field-induced biaxiality@15#.

The widths of the zero-field ordinary and extraordina
Fabry-Pe´rot peaks are shown in the inset to Fig. 3~bottom!.
In addition to the parallelism and refractivity of the ce
plates ~which can be assumed to be temperature indep
dent!, only the director and nematic order parameter fluct
tions and misalignments can influence the width of
peaks. The order parameter fluctuations affect both pe
whereas azimuthal misalignment influences only the extra
dinary component, and biaxial fluctuations impact only t
ordinary peak. It is observed that the ordinary peak is b
cally temperature independent, indicating that the biax
fluctuations are small over the entire nematic phase. Th
in marked contrast to the significant biaxial fluctuations of
ester-based bent-core compound~abbreviated as 12-CPOB!
@9#, where an increase in the ordinary peak width was
served in the lower temperature range of the nematic ph

Dynamic light scattering

We carried out dynamic light scattering measurement
search with greater sensitivity for evidence of biaxial flu
tuations in the nematic phase of 12-BPO. The application
DLS was also motivated by recent results@9# obtained by us
on the bent-core material 12-CPOB, where the effect of
axial fluctuations was observed in the cross section for
larized scattering in the lower portion of the nematic pha
and in the absence of any applied field.

The scattering geometries are shown schematically in
4. The director (nW 0[ ẑ) was fixed in the scattering (x-z)
plane, with the incident~scattered! light polarization vertical
~horizontal! to this plane. This geometry corresponds to d

FIG. 4. Forward~left! and backward~right! light scattering ge-
ometries. The latter includes the contribution of an ‘‘effective’’ fo
ward scattering process generated by back reflection of the m
laser beam at the glass-air interface on the far side of the sa
cell.
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polarized~VH! scattering and selects the twist-bend~tb! nor-
mal mode of the director fluctuations in a conventional ne
atic @16#. The relaxation rate of the tb mode is given byG tb

5(K2qx
21K3qz

2)/h tb , whereK2 and K3 are the twist and
bend Frank elastic constants respectively,h tb is an effective
viscosity @16#, andqW 5(qx ,qz) is the scattering vector. The
analyzer could be automatically rotated to theV position,
selecting a polarized (VV) scattering process, and the inc
dent and scattering angles (u i andus , defined with respect to
the cell normalx̂) were also under computer control. Th
scattering vectorqW was calculated from the laboratory value
of u i andus plus the standard formulas for a uniaxial nema
liquid crystal @16#.

Two limits of the tb mode were studied in detail: a fo
ward scattering~FS! geometry withu i50, us545°, qz

2/qx
2

50.012,G tb>K3qz
2/h tb , and a backward scattering~BS! ge-

ometry with u i50, us5135°, qz
2/qx

2518, G tb>K2qx
2/h tb .

~These limits forG tb assume thatK2 andK3 are of the same
order of magnitude, which is typically the case in thermot
pics and consistent with the results described below.!

Figure 5 displays typical data for the time correlatio

in
le

FIG. 5. Top and bottom panels show time correlation functio
of the scattered intensity measured in the nematic (146.12 °C)
smectic-C (135.74 °C) phases of 12-BPO. Open circles~squares! in
the main figure correspond to data from forward~backward! VH
scattering, and the insets show data from forward VV scatter
Dashed~solid! curves are fits to a single~constrained double! ex-
ponential decay. Downward arrows indicate the fitted relaxat
times ~1/G!.
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functions of the scattered intensity, which are plotted o
the relevant range in time where the decay of the correlat
is observed. The top panel shows typical results for the n
atic phase~at a temperature of 146.12 °C) obtained for t
VH scattering process in the FS and BS geometries~circles
and squares, respectively, in the main figure! and for the VV
process in the FS geometry~inset!. The bottom panel show
similar data obtained in the smectic-C phase~at 135.74 °C).
The dashed lines for VH forward scattering are fits to
single overdamped mode, from which a value of 2G tb is
extracted~corresponding to the homodyne limit for the in
tensity correlations!. The quality of the fits is excellent. O
the other hand, the measured correlation functions for
backscattering are not accurately described by a single m
as shown by the systematic deviation of the data from
dashed line near the tail of the decay. The reason for
deviation is that tb fluctuations for two different scatteri
vectors contribute in the BS geometry. The dominant con
bution comes from the mode with largeqz and smallqx set
by the backward geometry. However, we can also expe
weak contribution due to scattering of the laser lightreflected
backinto the sample from the planar air-glass interface at
outer cell surface. As indicated in Fig. 4, this scattering
equivalent to a forward process withu i50, us545°. Even
though the reflected laser intensity is only;4% of the inci-
dent intensity, it can still produce significant scattering b
cause of the hydrodynamicq dependence of the fluctuation
i.e., G tb;q2. For the ‘‘effective’’ forward scattering from the
reflected beam,q2550.0mm22, while for the pure back-
scattering componentq25950 mm22. Since the scattering
amplitude scales asq22, we see that secondary scatteri
produced from even weakly reflected light can be signific
in the BS geometry. However, our choice of identical ac
detector angles~with respect to the incident beam and c
surface normal! in the FS and BS geometries allows us to
the relaxation rate of the ‘‘effective’’ forward scattering com
ponent detected in the BS geometry signal to the value m
sured separately in the FS geometry. This greatly impro
the precision ofG tb for the pure BS process that can b
extracted from a double exponential fit to the correlat
data. As demonstrated in Fig. 5 by the solid lines, the c
strained double exponential fits to the BS data are excell
We verified that the ‘‘contamination’’ from scattering of th
reflected main beam gets much worse as the detecto
moved closer to the direct backscattering direction~i.e., asq2

for the ‘‘effective’’ forward scattering process is sharply d
creased!. The selection of 45° for the angles with respect
normal incidence represents a compromise between the
vere contamination that would occur in a BS geometry w
qz50 and the increasing contribution of the bend elas
constant that comes from makingqz larger.

Let us now consider the results for VV scattering obtain
in the FS geometry. For a uniaxial nematic with the direc
oriented in the scattering plane, the cross section for
scattering due to director fluctuations vanishes, and the
relation function amplitude is therefore predicted to be ze
In practice, one always expects a weak signal due to al
ment mosaic. Such an effect is indeed observed in the co
lation functions presented in the insets to Fig. 5. To anal
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these data, we first tried single mode fits~in the heterodyne
limit ! with the relaxation rates fixed to the values obtain
for the tb director mode from the corresponding VH scatt
ing data taken under the exact same conditions. These fit
shown as dashed lines in the insets, and are slightly off
data. Apparently a second mode may contribute to the
scattering. The solid lines show double exponential fits w
the relaxation rates of the slower mode constrained as
scribed; for the faster mode, we obtain values ofG
517 800 s21 and 7900 s21 in the nematic and smectic-C
phases, respectively. As argued in our previous study of
CPOB @9#, the faster mode observed for the VV process
attributable to amplitude fluctuations of the biaxial order p
rameter. However, in the case of 12-CPOB, this mode w
stronger—the ratio of its amplitude to the amplitude of t
director mode approached 0.5 near the transition to
smectic-C phase. In the present case, the ratio is appro
mately three times smaller. We should point out that our V
forward scattering geometry would also be sensitive to o
entational fluctuations of the biaxial order parameter for b
potential orientations of the biaxial ‘‘director’’mW ~i.e., mW
perpendicular tonW and parallel or perpendicular to the su
strate normal!. As Fig. 5 indicates, we find no evidence of
distinct contribution to the VH correlation function due tomW ,
which is entirely consistent with the absence of detecta
large-scale biaxial order deduced from the behavior of
refractive indices in Fig. 3.

FIG. 6. Top panel: Expected hydrodynamicq dependence of the
relaxation rateG of the nematic director fluctuations measured
12-BPO. Bottom: Elastic constant to viscosity ratiosG/q25K/h
obtained in the nematic and smectic-C phases. The squares~circles!
correspond to primarily bend~twist! fluctuations.
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The top panel of Fig. 6 demonstrates the expected hy
dynamicq dependence of the tb director mode, measure
the FS geometry withqz

2@qx
2 . In the bottom panel, we plo

the temperature dependence~on cooling! of the viscoelastic
ratios G tb /qz

2>K3 /h tb and G tb /qx
2>K2 /h tb obtained from

the analysis of the correlation functions in the FS and
geometries, respectively, and according to the procedure
scribed above. The twist-dominated viscoelastic ratio is
proximately three times smaller than the bend ratio, which
rather characteristic of thermotropic nematics. The mag
tude of the viscoelastic ratio for bend isK3 /h tb
.40 mm2 s21, or about five times lower than for typica
straight core nematics, although it is considerably more n
mal than the valueK3 /h tb.1.5 mm2 s21 previously ob-
served by us in the ester derivative 12-CPOB@9#. The tem-
perature dependence of the viscoelastic ratios in 12-BP
unremarkable through the nematic range and across the
sition to the smectic-C phase; in particular, we observe n
significant pretransitional behavior. The corresponding s
tering amplitudes~see Fig. 7!, which are proportional to the
ratio of the dielectric anisotropy to the elastic constants, a
fail to reveal any dramatic temperature dependence.

DISCUSSION

In several respects the optical and fluctuation propertie
the nematic phase of the bent-core compound 12-BPO
similar to conventional straight-core~calamitic! nematics. In
zero field, the optical anisotropy exhibits the usual charac
istics of a uniaxial system. In addition the dominant fluctu
tions are hydrodynamic director modes with the relaxat
rate for bend being several times that for twist~and fairly

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the scattering amplitude
predominantly bend~squares! and twist~circles! fluctuations in the
nematic and smectic-C phases of 12-BPO.
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comparable to the rate observed at optical wave vector
straight-core nematics!. The similarities observed by us be
tween the nematic phase of 12-BPO and typical calam
nematics, and the differences we noted relative to the es
based 12-CPOB, may correlate with the opening anglec
between the two arms of the bow: in a typical calamiticc
;180°; in 12-BPO, c.140°, whereas in 12-CPOBc
;120°. For c.135° the arguments of Ref.@12# and the
Monte Carlo simulation results of Lansacet al. @13# do not
favor spontaneous biaxiality. Of course, one can perhaps
imagine that the opening angles of the bows may be sma
in close packed structures than is estimated in the gas s
In this case, as we previously suggested@9#, temporary for-
mation of microscopic smecticlike clusters may occur. T
local packing of such clusters potentially hinders rotatio
about the axis connecting the two ends of the bent-core m
ecules and consequently enhances the cross section for
ial fluctuations. On the other hand, such clusters should
hance the orientational and translational viscosities, wh
were indeed observed in 12-CPOB, but not in 12-BPO.
any case, the combined results of the present and our p
ous studies reveal that bent-core nematics exhibit interes
variations in their optical and viscoelastic properties that
apparently correlated to a change inc.

The temperature dependence of the relaxation rates
elastic constants is weak within the bulk of the nema
phase, with no anomalous pretransitional behavior at
transition to the smectic-C phase in either bend or twist vis
coelastic parameters. The absence or suppression of cr
temperature dependence in these parameters~particularly for
bend fluctuations! at the nematic to smectic-C transition has
not to our knowledge been adequately explained theor
cally, although it was previously observed in certain straig
core thermotropic mixtures@16#. The Chen-Lubensky theory
@17,18# of the nematic to smectic-C transition predicts an
essentially linear decrease in scattered intensity for benI
;T2T* , with T* an apparent critical temperature. How
ever, the straight-core mixtures studied in Ref.@16# actually
showed a slight increase inI within 1 °C of the transition,
which is somewhat similar to what we observe in Fig. 7.

Although the evidence of biaxial fluctuations in the zer
field state of 12-BPO is rather weak, refractive index me
surements provide significant indications of field-induced
axiality. This behavior certainly merits more detailed stud
Moreover, our study is not sensitive to biaxial correlations
suboptical length scales, and the possibility of significa
shorter-range biaxial structure~in the absence of bulk fields!
should be investigated by appropriate techniques.
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